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TWO BLADES IN ONE!

Push the lock button and the SwingBlade changes from drop-point 
skinner to the ultimate gutting blade. This innovative blade cuts 
under the skin to open game like a zipper without cutting hair or 
internal organs. The SwingBlade is hand finished shaving 
sharp from AUS-8 stainless steel and subzero quenched 
for superior edge retention and performance. Rubber-
ized Kraton® handles ensure a non-slip grip, even 
when  wet. Each SwingBlade comes complete with  
a quality nylon belt sheath and  
is lifetime guaranteed. 

Gutting Blade

Drop-Point Skinner

Gutting blade cuts 
beneath the skin to open 

game like a zipper Comes complete  
with Nylon Belt Sheath
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As Outdoor Edge’s President and an avid big game 
hunter, my goal for twenty-two years has been to provide 

sportsman the sharpest, best edge holding knives, 
combo sets, butchering kits and instructional DVD’s to 

make field dressing and home processing easier. I design 
and rigorously field test each product to personally guar-

antee every Outdoor Edge purchase will offer superior 
performance, quality and value for many years to come. 

If for any reason an Outdoor Edge product does not meet 
your expectations, please contact us at 800-447-3343. 

We thank you for your interest in Outdoor Edge and wish 
you the best success this hunting season. 

David Bloch, President 
142" Kansas Whitetail

Specifications:
Skinning Blade: 3.6" (9.0 cm)
Gutting Blade: 3.2" (8.1 cm)
Overall Length: 8.3" (12.0 cm)
Steel: AUS-8 Stainless 
Vacuum heat treatment & subzero quenched
Rockwell-C Hardness: 57-58
Handle: Rubberized Kraton®

Model SB-10N
SwingBlade with black handle and nylon belt sheath

Model SZ-20N
Never lose your knife again! Our best selling SwingBlade  
with easy to locate Blaze-Orange handle and black  
nylon belt sheath.



Flip n’ Zip
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The quality and features of the SwingBlade in a compact, easy to carry two-blade folder. Both skin-
ning and gutting blades open, close and lock independently. Ergonomic, rubberized Kraton® handles 
with Traction Slots ensure a secure non-slip grip even when wet. Stainless 8Cr13MoV blades are hand 
finished shaving sharp and feature thumb studs for easy one hand opening. The Flip n’ Zip knife is avail-
able separate with Black or Blaze–Orange handles or as a knife/saw combo with 4.375” triple ground 
wood/bone saw. Each Flip n’ Zip knife and knife/saw combo comes complete with a quality nylon 
belt sheath with vertical and horizontal carry options.

 Flip n’ Zip Series

Comes complete with 
Nylon Belt Sheath

Flip n’ Zip Saw
See page 11

Model # FZ-20
Flip n’ Zip knife with black handle  
and nylon belt sheath
 

Model # FC-30
Flip n’ Zip knife plus saw 
with black handles and  
nylon belt sheath
 

Model # FZB-20
Flip n’ Blaze knife with orange handle  
and nylon belt sheath
 

Model # FCB-30
Flip n’ Blaze knife plus saw with orange  
handles and nylon belt sheath
 

Specifications:
Knife Blade: 3.5" (8.9 cm)
Knife Overall: 8.2" (20.8 cm)
Saw Blade: 4.4" (11.1 cm)
Saw Overall: 9.4" (23.9 cm)
Steel: 8Cr13MoV Stainless Vacuum 
heat treated with subzero quench
Rockwell-C Hardness: 57-58
Handle: Rubberized Kraton®

Flip n’ Zip  

Flip n’ Zip/Saw Combo  

Flip n’ Blaze  

Flip n’ Blaze 
Saw/ Combo  
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Processing Kits
Outdoor Edge offers the highest quality, most complete knife sets for the home processor. Each knife features full-tang blades taper ground to a razor’s edge 
from high carbon 420 stainless steel. Ergonomic Kraton® handles provide comfort and control during long use and a secure lock-on grip even when wet. 
Save the cost of commercial processing and ensure the quality of the meat you feed your family. Learn all the advanced processing tips and techniques with 
our complete line of instructional DVD’s from award winning expert Brad Lockwood (page 6).

Skin n’ Bone
Lightweight 4-piece combo is ideal for skinning and deboning big game. 
Includes a 4.25" Gut-Hook Skinner, 4.8" Boning Knife and Carbide Sharpener 
to keep that razor sharp edge. Nylon pouch converts to a belt scabbard with 
snap-in knife sheath for easy removal and cleaning.   
Model # SN-1C  Total Weight: 14.8 oz.
 

New!

4 Quality Pieces   

• 4.25" (10.8 cm) Gut Hook Skinner
• 4.8" (12.2 cm) Boning/Fillet Knife
• Tungsten Carbide Sharpener
• Nylon pouch/belt scabbard

Nylon pouch turns into  
a belt scabbard

Knife sheath unsnaps for easy 
removal and cleaning.

A “Driven” hunter takes only the right gear in the field. That’s why we use 
Outdoor Edge’s knives and game processing sets. They keep an edge longer and 
hold up with their durable design better than any other knives we have ever 
used. If you want the best then go with Outdoor Edge!”

Pat Reeve and Nicole Jones, Hosts of Driven TV on Outdoor Channel
Illinois Whitetails



Game Processor™

Tungsten Carbide V-Sharpener 
reshapes a razor-sharp cutting  
edge in seconds

The highest quality, most complete 12–piece home processing set in 
a hard-side carry case. Model # PR-1  Total weight: 5.7 lbs. (2.6k)

Steel Stick spreads the brisket  
for easy field dressing and faster 
cooling of fresh game meat

12 Quality Pieces
• 3.0" Caping Knife 
• 4.25" Gut-Hook Skinner 
• 5.5" Boning/Fillet Knife 
• 8.0" Bowie Style Butcher Knife 
• Full Size Cutting Board

• 10.0" Triple Ground  
  Wood/Bone Saw 
• Carving Fork 
• Heavy-Duty Game Shears 
• Steel Stick/Brisket Spreader 

• Game Cleaning Gloves 
• Hard Side Carry Case 
• Tungsten Carbide  
  V-Sharpener

Processing Kits
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Butcher-Lite™

• 3" Caping Knife
• 4.25" Gut Hook Skinner
• 6" Boning Knife
• 7.25" Wood/Bone Saw
• Ribcage Spreader
 

• Tungsten Carbide   
  Sharpener
• Game Cleaning Gloves
• Nylon Roll-Pack/ 
  Belt Scabbard

8 Quality Pieces

Lightweight 8-piece field kit. Nylon roll-pack/organizer  
converts to a belt scabbard. Features snap in knife sheaths  
for easy removal and cleaning.  Model # BL-1   
Total weight: 2.4 lbs. (1.1k)



 Performs detailed cuts with surgical precision
Model # KC-1: Leather Belt Sheath Model # KC-1N: Nylon Sheath

Blade: 2.5" (6.4 cm) Overall: 7.375" (18.7 cm) Weight: 2.3 oz.

The ideal skinning knife for deer and antelope
Model # TS-20: Leather Belt Sheath 

Model # TS-20N: Nylon Sheath 
Blade: 3.5" (8.9 cm) Overall: 7.875" (20 cm) 

Weight: 4.5 oz.

Full-size skinner with gut hook for easy field dressing  
Model # KS-10: Leather Belt Sheath 

Model # KS-10N: Nylon Sheath 
Blade: 4.375" (11.1 cm)  Overall: 9.25" 

(23.5 cm) Weight: 6.0 oz.

Ultra-light deep bellied drop-point for all outdoor uses
Model # HH-20N: Nylon Sheath Blade: 3.75" (9.5 cm) 
Overall: 8.25" (21.0 cm) Weight: 4.0 oz.

The finest quality 
ballistic grade  
nylon offers a 
durable, scent-
free carry option.

Leather 
Sheaths

        Nothing says hunting  
      and outdoors like a  
    quality top grain cowhide    
  leather sheath. Our leather  
sheaths improve with age.

Model # GS-100:  
Blade: 3.0" (7.6 cm) Overall: 5.5" (14.0 cm) 

Weight: 8.5 oz.
Model # WT-10:   
Blade: 2.625" (6.7 cm) 
Overall: 5.0" (12.7 cm)  
Weight: 5.0 oz.
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Ultra-light, deep-bellied gut-hook skinner for easy field dressing
Model # HK-30N: Nylon Sheath Blade: 4.0" (10 cm) 
Overall: 8.3125" (21.0 cm) Weight: 3.7 oz.

Trophy-Skinner™

Kodi-Caper™ 

Hybrid Hook™  Design by Neil Blackwood

Kodi-Skinner™ 

Hybrid Hunter™  Design by Neil Blackwood 

Whitetail Skinner™  

Game Skinner™  

Nylon Sheaths

Fixed Blades
Once an animal is down, the hunter’s most important tool is a quality field knife. Outdoor Edge’s fixed 
blades offer quality and features second to none. Stainless steel AUS-8 blades are precision ground 
“Shaving-Sharp” to ensure superior edge retention and ease of sharpening. Ergonomic Kraton® handles 
enable a secure, non-slip grip and comfort during long use. Each knife comes complete with a quality 
nylon or full-grain leather belt sheath and is covered by our “Lifetime Warranty”.  

Zip-Blade™
The amazing gutting tool from the SwingBlade is now available as  

a separate fixed blade knife. Carry along with any hunting knife to  
open game like a zipper! Complete with nylon belt sheath.  

Model # ZP-10: Blade: 4.0" (10.0 cm) Overall: 8.875" (22.5 cm) Weight: 5.1 oz.

 U.S. Patent # 5,033,987

 U.S. Patent # 5,033,987

Fixed Blades



Leather 
Sheaths

Nylon Sheaths

The amazing gutting tool from the SwingBlade is now available as  
a separate fixed blade knife. Carry along with any hunting knife to  

open game like a zipper! Complete with nylon belt sheath.  
Model # ZP-10: Blade: 4.0" (10.0 cm) Overall: 8.875" (22.5 cm) Weight: 5.1 oz.

Game Processing DVDs
Learn from award winning processor and Outdoor Edge’s “Love of the Hunt” TV show host Brad Lockwood, 
all the advanced tips and techniques to process game from the field to freezer. Each DVD shows  
step-by-step instructions from multiple camera angles with extreme close-ups.

The greatest compilation of expert processing information. 
Volumes 1-4 on 4 DVD’s plus bonus DVD, “Hunting the Outdoors” 
with exciting archery and rifle hunts.

The most in-depth process-
ing video available. Covers 
field dressing, caping, aging, 
quartering de-boning, identify-
ing primary muscles, grinding, 
packaging. Run time 3 hours.

This video is for the do-it-
yourself big game hunter that 
harvests deer, elk, moose and 
caribou in remote locations. 
Learn to completely de-bone 
big game in the field  and 
minimize carry weight.   
Run time 2 hours.

Learn to make a variety of 
fresh sausage in your smoker 
or oven. Covers grinding, sea-
sonings, preservatives, fat to 
lean ratios, smoke application, 
humidity and surface moisture. 

Run time 2 hours.

 

Learn to produce smoked 
jerky, nuggets, re-structured, 
formed and whole muscle 
jerky. How to de-bone and 
trim the best cuts for whole 
muscle jerky.  
Run time 2 hours.

Deer & Big Game 
Processing: Vol. 1
Model # DP-101

Quarter and De-Bone  
Big Game in the Field
Vol. 2  Model # QD-101

Advanced Sausage 
Processing Vol. 3
Model # SP-101

Advanced Jerky 
Processing Vol. 4 
Model # JP-101

Advanced Game  
Processing Library 
Model # AP-101
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Learn how to perfectly marinade wild game to prevent dryness, off  
flavors and toughness to prepare delicious, more flavorful meats and 
fish. Marinated backstraps, bone-in/boneless hams, Canadian bacon, 
waterfowl and smoked fish and are just some of the topics covered in 
this must have home processing DVD. Run time 2 hours.

New! Mastering Marination
Model # MM-101

DVDs



Kodi-Pak™
Model # KP-1 (Total Weight is 16 oz.)

Kodi-Caper:  Blade: 2.5" (6.4  cm)  Overall: 7.375" (18.7  cm)
Kodi-Skinner:  Blade: 4.375" (11.1 cm)  Overall: 9.25" (23.5 cm)

Kodi-Saw:  Blade: 6.0" (15.2  cm)  Overall: 9.25" (23.5 cm)
Sheath: Full grain leather

  

Trophy-Pak™

“I never go hunting without my  
Kodi-Pak. These knives are sharp, stay 

sharp and are absolutely the correct 
design. I have used them on animals 

from elephant to deer to fox, and all in 
between. They work!”

 Terry Denmon - Host,  
Mojo Outdoors TV

Elephant, Zimbabwe

“Whether I’m on a 2 day or 12 day hunt, I always 
have my Outdoor Edge. The combo packs are my 
favorite as they help me before, during and after 
each hunt!  Useful tools and the best-edged  
knives in the industry!”

Drew H. Butterwick,
Kodiak Brown Bear Alaska

One Bear of a Knife Set

Knife-Saw Combos
Often imitated but never equaled, Outdoor Edge’s combos are the choice of professional hunters and outfitters worldwide. Each set combines 
the hunters two most important field tools, a razor sharp skinning knife with an aggressive wood/bone saw on a compact leather belt sheath. 
Stainless steel AUS-8 blades are precision ground “Shaving-Sharp” to ensure superior edge retention and ease of sharpening. Ergonomic Kraton® 
handles enable a non-slip grip and comfort during long use. Our T-handle saws allow straight wrist cutting and triple ground tool steel blades cut 
aggressively through the toughest bone and wood. Take one of these combos on your next big game adventure. It will make field dressing easier, 
and remain a reliable hunting companion for many years to come. 

Model # TP-1 (Total Weight is 16 oz.)

Trophy-Skinner: Blade: 3.5" (8.9 cm)
Overall: 7.875" (20.0 cm) 

 Kodi-Saw: Blade: 6.0" (15.2 cm)
Overall: 9.375" (23.8 cm)

Sheath: Full grain leather



Kodi-Saw: 
Blade: 6.0" (15.2 cm) 
Overall: 9.375" (23.8 cm) 
Blade Steel: AUS-8 Chrome-Moly Stainless 
Handle: Non-Slip Rubberized Kraton® 
Sheath: Full grain leather

Knife-Saw  Combos
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ROTATING 2-BLADE KNIFE SAW COMBO

Outpak™ Model # OT-1

The roll-pack organizer
features individual compartments with Velcro clo-
sures to safely secure each tool. Top zipper compart-
ment stores the accessories. Nylon straps let you 
cinch the Outpak to a back-pack or carry the com-
plete set inside your pack.

The most complete big game hunting set!  
Includes the Kodi-Skinner/Caper combo, Axe-It, 
Griz-Saw, Steel Stick, Boning/Fillet knife, Cerama-Steel 
Sharpener, Pen, Tape Measure, Flagging Tape, Zip-Ties and 
Game Cleaning Gloves. All these tools store in a compact 
nylon roll-pack organizer. Individual sheaths are included 
for the Kodi Combo, Griz-Saw and Axe-It to carry these 
items separately. Total Weight: 4.7 lbs. (2.1k)

SwingBlade:  
Skinning Blade: 3.6" (90 mm 
Gutting Blade: 3.2" (81 mm) 
Overall Length: 8.3" (120 mm)

Model # SZP-1 (Total Weight: 14.0 oz.)

Our popular SwingBlade-Pak now available  with 
easy to locate blaze orange handles. 

ROTATING 2-BLADE KNIFE SAW COMBO

“When an 1,800 pound moose hits the ground miles into the Yukon 
wilderness, you better have the right tool for the job. That’s why we 
carry Outdoor Edge. They are the only knives we’ve  found to render 
an entire moose into family sized portions quickly, easily and hold  
a great edge through the entire process.” 

Shawn Michaels,
WWE Professional Wrestler
Yukon-Alaska Moose

Keith Mark,
MacMillan River Adventures TV
on Outdoor Channel
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Outdoor Edge folding knives combine quality materials and craftsmanship for years of reliable service. 
Blades are subzero quenched and hand finished shaving-sharp for superior edge retention and perfor-
mance. Handle materials include non-slip Kraton®, unbreakable G10 laminate and beautiful African 
Bubinga hardwood. Handle scales are fastened to sturdy stainless steel liners for extra strength and 
durability. Ridges milled into the handle and blade improve grip and control.

 Folding Knives

Never lose your knife again with the Grip-Blaze  
Model # GB-20

Grip-Blaze™

Full-sized  folder with classic black non-slip Kraton® handle 
Model # GL-10

Grip-Lite™ #

Popular with the ladies, make a statement with this hot-pink  
handle mini-folder  Model # MP-30

New! Mini-Pink™

Never lose your knife again with the Mini-Blaze  
Model # MB-20

New! Mini-Blaze™

Mini-folder with classic black non-slip Kraton® handle
 Model # MG-10

New! Mini-Grip™ #

“Our lives revolve around hunting and  
we absolutely love our Outdoor Edge knives.  

We never go anywhere without the SwingBlaze plus the  
Butcher-Lite gives us all the tools to skin, quarter and 

debone in a lightweight package. These perfect design 
knives hold an edge and help us get the 

 job done from field to freezer.”

Chris & Casey Keefer,
Hosts of Backcountry Quest TV

on Sportsmans Channel and Wild TV Casey Keefer  186" Kansas Whitetail

Chris Keefer, 174" Iowa Whitetail

Specifications:
Blade: 2.2" (5.6 cm), Overall: 5.1" (13.0 cm), Weight: 1.5 oz. 
Steel: 8Cr13MoV Stainless, Rockwell-C Hardness: 57-58
Handle: Rubberized Kraton®

Specifications:  
Blade 3.2" (8.1 cm), Overall: 7.3" (18.4 cm), Steel: AUS-8 Stainless
Handle: Rubberized Kraton®, Weight: 3.9 oz.

Full-sized drop point blade is perfect for all outdoor uses.  
Chrome-Moly AUS-8 stainless blades are hand finished shaving 
sharp. Double-sided thumb stud allows easy one hand opening  
and non-slip Kraton handles ensure a positive grip even when  
wet. Comes complete with a nylon belt sheath.

Mini folders that feels like a full-sized knife. Rubberized Kraton® handles ensure  
a secure three finger grip and are available in Black, Blaze-Orange and Hot-Pink.  
Includes a double sided thumb stud and lanyard to attach to any keychain or  
carabiner. The 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade is hand finished shaving sharp.
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Folders

Superior grip and control in a lightweight everyday carry  
folder with AUS-8 stainless blade, double sided thumb  
stud and pocket clip.
Model # CL-10: 2-Color G10 Handle
Model # CL-10W: Bubinga Wood Handle 
Blade: 2.4" (6.1 cm) Overall: 7.3" (18.5 cm)  
Weight: 3.8 oz.

Our best selling folder with classic drop point AUS-8  
stainless blade, double sided thumb stud and pocket clip.
Model # PL-10: 2-Color G10 Handle
Model # PL-10W: Bubinga Wood Handle
Blade: 3.2" (8.1 cm) Overall: 7.375" (18.7 cm) 
Weight: 4.2 oz.

Folding gut hook skinner opens game like  
a zipper. Complete with nylon sheath  
with clip and carabiner attachments. 

Model # PH-20: 2-Color G10 Handle

Model # PH-20W: Bubinga Wood Handle
Blade: 3.2" (8.1 cm)  
Overall: 7.3" (18.5 cm)
Weight: 3.9 oz.

Pocket-Hook includes  
Nylon belt sheath 

with clip and carabiner  
attachments

      Sheaths Available      
      Separately 

See page 14

Thumb stud for 
easy one hand 
opening

Pocket clip for  
sheath-free carry

Pocket-Hook™ #

Pocket-Lite™ #

Caper-Lite™ #

Sleek frame-lock design with double sided thumb stud and  
pocket-clip. All stainless steel construction with black oxide  
finish and 8Cr13MoV blade.
Model # NM-10: Blade: 2.5" (6.4 cm) 
Overall: 6.0" (15.2 cm), Weight: 2.3 oz.

Nimbus™ #

Full-sized version of our popular Nimbus. Frame-lock design with double 
sided thumb stud and pocket-clip.  All stainless steel construction with 
black oxide finish and 8r13MoV stainless steel.   
Model # ST-10: Blade: 2.9" (7.4 cm), 
Overall: 7.0" (17.8 cm) Weight: 3.0 oz.
 

New! Stratus™ #



Griz-Saw Replacement Blade  
Model # GSR-8

Flip n’ Zip™
Saw

New!

Model # FW-45

The most versatile and compact 3-blade take-
down saw available. The Pack-Saw sets up from 
its stowed position to a sturdy 12" bow-saw in 
seconds. This complete saw package includes 
three blades for wood, bone and metal. Complete 
with a nylon storage case for easy packing. 

Photo shows  
Pack-Saw in take 
down position

Blade Length: 12.0" (30.5 cm) 
Wood, bone, and metal blades 
(one each) Storage Case: Nylon 
with draw string  Weight: 14 oz.

Pack-Saw Model # PS-100 

Triple-ground diamond cut blade easily penetrates 
tough bone and wood. The T-shaped handle allows 
straight wrist cutting from any angle and enables 
a secure lock-on grip, even when wet. The Griz-Saw 
comes complete with a quick release Zytel® sheath 
with swivel-clip attachment.

Blade:  8.0" (20.3 cm)
Overall:  11.25" (28.6 cm)
Weight:  5.4 oz.

Straight wrist 
cutting saves 
time and effort

Griz-Saw™
Model # GW-2  

"For over 15 years, Outdoor Edge remains the 
tools of choice for my “American Dream” outdoor, 
hunting, fishing, trapping lifestyle. Don’t mess 
with the rest. Pick up an Outdoor Edge and  
hunt with the best!"

Ted Nugent,
Spirit of the Wild TV on Outdoor Channel

Flip n’ Saw™

Triple ground 4.5" folding saw with rubberized aluminum handle. Makes easy work of quartering 
game an clearing limbs. Complete with pocket clip. Blade: 3.2", Overall: 7.375" Weight: 2.5 oz.

Saws

Ultra-thin, full size, light weight 7.0”  
folding saw with rubberized aluminum handle. 
The smaller size triple-diamond ground teeth are 
designed for cutting through tough bone and wood.  
Comes complete with nylon belt sheath.  
Blade: 7.0" (18.8 cm), Overall: 15.0" (38.0 cm), Weight: 5.3 oz.

Model # FW-70
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Skinner /Caper 
Combos

Ready to handle deer, elk and moose and  
look good from start to finish. This Skinner-
Caper combo utilizes full tang 8Cr13MoV 
stainless steel construction with rich 
Walnut Pakkawood handles. Complete 
with full-grain leather belt sheath.

Caper Blade: 2.625" (6.6 cm), Overall: 6. 875" (17.5 cm) 
Skinner Blade: 3.25" (8.3 cm), Overall: 7.5" (19.0 cm)

Dark Timber 
Combo™
Model # DT-1 

Kodi-Combo™

"Over the years I have used many brands of 
knives searching for the right combo. Once 

I used the Kodi-Pak there was no need to 
look further. These knives hold their edge a 

very long time and sharpen quickly. Outdoor 
Edge knives are a must have for any serious 

“Hardcore” big game hunter."

JT Harden,
Co-Host, Hardcore Hunting TV

on Pursuit Channel 
165" Wyoming Muley

Combines the Kodi-Caper and Kodi Skinner.  
The ideal 2-knife set with nylon belt sheath. 
Model # KO-1N: Nylon Belt Sheath
Total Weight: 15 oz.

Flip n’ Saw™
"We travel the world hunting and my Outdoor Edge knives 

have stood up to the test of time. With so many items 
to choose from, I always have the right tool for the job 
Whether it is a Midwest Whitetail or an Alaskan brown 

bear, I know my knives will do the job better than the rest."

Ryan Klesko,
World Series Champion 1st Baseman,  

Atlanta Braves, Co-Host, Hardcore Hunting  
TV on Pursuit Channel

340" Montana Elk



Touch the positive lock button and the 
Wedge releases instantly.  It’s the perfect 
quick access knife for all outdoor activi-
ties from hunting and fishing to scuba  div-
ing.  Each Wedge is hand ground razor thin 
from 6M stainless steel for superior edge 

retention and performance. Tear drop Delrin® handles feature gripping 
ridges for secure, non-slip control, even when wet. The Wedge comes complete 
with a Swivel-Clip and Cord-Loop for a variety of attachments and carry options.  
Model # WG-1  Blade: 2.375" (6 cm)  Overall: 5.0" (12.7 cm)

Cord 
Loop

      U.S. Patent # D465,542S

Finger Touch Lock Release
The

The first ceramic designed like 
a sharpening steel with 25 
raised ridges for better edge 
contact and easier material 
removal. The Cerama-Steel is 
ideal for fine edge tuning and 
sharpening gut hooks. 

Tungsten Carbide 
Sharpener

Reshapes a razor sharp edge in 
seconds. Tungsten Carbide cut-
ting heads are set at the perfect 
V-shaped angle. Simply lay your 
knife on a flat surface, draw the 
sharpener over the blade 3-4 times 
and you are ready to go.

Cerama-Steel™ 
Sharpener
Model # CS-200

Fish & Bone™
The perfect folding knife for deboning/butchering game 
and filleting fish. Flexible 5.0" 440A stainless steel blade 
is hand finished “Shaving Sharp” and subzero quenched 
for superior edge retention and performance. The double-
molded Zytel® handle incorporates non-slip Kraton® 
inserts with our exclusive Trimond™ texture pattern for 
a non-slip grip, even when wet. The Fish & Bone comes 
complete with a nylon belt sheath and clothing clip to 

carry inside the pocket. 

Model # FB-1: 
Blade: 5.0" (12.7 cm) 

Overall: 11.375"
(28.9 cm)  

Steel: 440A Stainless
Weight: 3 oz.

Sheath: Nylon
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Model # TC-100
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ches to any D-ring or loop

Position ends on both sides 
of the brisket and push down

Steel Stick spreads the brisket and  
locks automatically

Steel Stick™ 

Accessories
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We offer three sizes of top quality nylon multi-use holsters to carry 
a variety of folding knives, multi-tools and gun magazines. Each 
holster features a Zytel® belt clip and carabiner for D-ring or loop 
attachment. Sheath sizes refer to handle length in closed position.

Model # FS-40, Small: 4.0-4.25 in. (10-11 cm) 
Model # FS-45, Medium: 4.5-4.75 in. (11.4-12.2 cm)
Model # FS-50, Large: 5.0-5.25 in. (12.7-13.5 cm)

Multi-Use Holsters
Back with clip  
& carabiner

4.0-4.25"
4.5-4.75"

5.0-5.25"

Axe-It™
The Ultimate Hand–Axe 

 
Hot drop-forged from a solid bar of 1040 tool steel for superior edge 

holding, strength and durability. The unbreakable fiberglass-core 
handle incorporates a rubberized non-slip  Kraton® grip. The Axe-It 

comes complete with a nylon belt sheath and lifetime guarantee.
 

Model # AX-1:
Overall Length:  
11.75" (27.6 cm) 

Weight: 1.75 lbs.

A must-have item for every 
big game hunter! The Steel 
Stick is a pivoting steel bar 
to spread the brisket com-
pletely open for easier field 
dressing and faster cooling  
of fresh game meat. Complete 
with nylon belt sheath.

 
 
 

Closed Length: 7.0" (18 cm)
Extended Length: 11.0" (28 cm)
Weight: 7.5 oz.

Ve
rt

ic
al

 &
 horizontal carrying options

Model # SS-10

"As a 25 year meat industry veteran, knives are the tools of my trade. 
Outdoor Edge is my brand of choice for their razor sharpness, great steel, 
excellent edge retention and ease of sharpening. Combine this with the 
perfect blade design for their field knives, combo sets and butcher kits 
and “The Meat Man" has every tool needed to get the job done."

Brad "The Meat Man" Lockwood,  
Host of Love of the Hunt TV on Versus, Pursuit Channel and Wild TV
178” Colorado Muley
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Outdoor Edge Cutlery Corp.

Game Shears

The ultimate combo for upland game, small game, wild 
turkey, ducks and geese. Heavy duty Game Shears make 
easy work separating bone and clipping breasts. The 440A 
stainless drop-point skinning/paring knife is ideal for 
breasting birds and skinning/field dressing small  
game and deer. Complete with nylon sheath.  
Total weight: 13.2 oz.
 
Game Shears
Blade Length: 3.5" (8.9 cm) 
Overall Length: 10.0" (25.4 cm)
Weight: 8.4 oz.

Shear-Knife  
Combo  Model # SK-100 

 Model # SC-100 

Heavy-duty, spring action shears with full-tang 420 
stainless steel construction, non-slip rubberized 
Kraton® handles and powerful bone breaking notch 
make easy work of field dressing birds, small game and 
fish. Comes complete with a quality nylon belt sheath.  
 
Blade Length: 3.5" (8.9 cm) 
Overall Length: 10.0" (25.4 cm) 
Weight: 10.4 oz.

Skinning/Paring Knife
Blade Length: 3.5" (8.9 cm) 
Overall Length: 7.625" (19.4 cm)
Weight: 2.6 oz.

Love of the  
Hunt™TV

Join “Home Processing “ expert Brad Lockwood and Outdoor 
Edge’s David Bloch on exciting big game hunting adventures. 
Learn expert tips, techniques and recipes for processing wild 
game in the “Butcher Block” segment. Outdoor Edge’s Love 
of the Hunt airs from July though December on TV’s Versus, 
Pursuit Channel (Direct TV channel #608 and Dish #230) and 
Canada’s Wild TV. Visit www.outdooredge.com for days and 
show times.


